WiGS organizational meeting
10 March 2010 from 2:30-3:30 in Foege S-448
Recorded by Gennifer Merrihew

Members in attendance: Sara Cooper (sjcooper@uw.edu), Diane Dickel (dedickel@uw.edu), Leslie Emery (emeryl@uw.edu), Gennifer Merrihew (genn@uw.edu), Rori Rohlfs (rrohlfs@uw.edu), Elisabeth Rosenthal (erosen@uw.edu) and Melody Rynerson (mryner@uw.edu)

I. Cynthia Morton
   a. Leslie Emery is organizing, co-sponsored with Med Genetics
   b. Thursday, May 6th Genome Sciences lunch discussion in S110
   c. Friday, May 7th Medical Genetics talk
   d. Leslie will try and organize dinner with her

II. Holly Taber
   a. April 5th at 12:30 PM in S230
   b. Sara organizing a lunch discussion about bioethics
   c. Sara will email interested departments and list 10 days prior to event and day before

III. Charla Lambert
   a. Coming to town weekend of February 19th for WiSE event
   b. Wants to meet with WiGS for coffee

IV. Books of Interest to WiGS
   a. Elisabeth has biographies of books to add to website
   b. Elisabeth will email Brian to add these links

V. Equal Pay Day
   b. Melody will ask Bob Waterston or someone else if they would be interested in leading a discussion about contract negotiation

VI. GS Outreach/Diversity
   a. Genn needs to meet with Brian and Maureen regarding diversity website update and for GS Outreach website update
      i. Discussed creating an email list for people interesting in participating in outreach/diversity events
      ii. Discussed potential of combining forces if necessary

VII. Ruth Ley GS Seminar
   a. Wednesday, May 26th

VIII. Family Leave
   a. Elisabeth will ask grad school (UAW too busy) if they will update the portion of their website regarding family leave for clarity

IX. Misc
   a. Genn will ask Brian to add RUFAIR link to WiGS website